An essential feature of third generation storage ring based light sources is the magnetic lattice is designed with a high degree of periodicity. Tracking simulations show that if the periodicity is perturbed (by focusing errors for example), non-linear resonances become excited, which causes a reduction in the dynamic aperture. Therefore it is important to have a method to measure and correct perturbed periodicity. In this paper we study the effect of broken and restored periodicity at an actual third generation light source: the Advanced Light Source (ALS) at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. First we show that it is possible to accurately determine the storage ring optic and thus the perturbation of the periodicity by fitting measured orbit response matrices. This method allows us to determine individual field gradient errors in quadrupoles and closed orbit errors in sextupoles. By varying individual quadrupole field strengths it is possible to correct the optic, largely restoring the lattice periodicity. A comparison is made of the performance of the ALS before and after the optic is corrected. Measurements of the electron beam tails and the synchrotron light image reveal a large suppression in resonance excitation after the optic is corrected. Correcting the optic also improves the injection efficiency and lifetime.
INTRODUCTION
The performance of the ALS storage ring is determined to a large degree by the single particle dynamics and nonlinear resonance excitation. Nonlinear resonance excitation can lead to many undesirable effects: However these resonances that were suppressed by periodicity become excited when focusing errors, such as quadrupole field errors and orbit errors in sextupoles, perturb the periodicity of the ring. The strength of resonance excitation depends on the degree of periodicity breaking. Through analysis of measured orbit response matricies we have measured and reduced the perturbation of the periodicity. This has yielded significant improvements in the machine performance. In this paper we show how the understanding and performance of the storage ring has been enhanced by restoring the linear lattice periodicity.
DETERMINING THE LINEAR LATTICE
The method used to determine the magnet gradient distribution in the ALS is by analyzing measured orbit response matrix data. This analysis method has been suggested by Corbett, Lee and Ziemann at SLAC [1] and refined by Safranek at BNL [2, 3] . The first analysis of ALS orbit response matrices was made in 1994 shortly after commissioning by Bengtsson and Meddahi [4] . More extensive analysis was done by Robin et al. [5, 6] for the uncoupled linear lattice and more recently extended to the coupled linear lattice by Steier and Robin. [7] . An orbit response matrix, M, is defined by
where Ü , Ý are changes in steering magnet strengths and Ü, Ý are the resulting electron orbit perturbations at the beam position monitors (BPMs). The measured orbit response matrix, Å Ñ × , is obtained by changing a steering magnet and measuring orbit changes with BPMs. Also it is possible to calculate the orbit response matrix, Å ÑÓ , assuming some gradient distribution in the storage ring and using an optic model. If the assumed gradient distribution is wrong then Å Ñ × and Å ÑÓ will not be the same. The actual gradient distribution in the ring is then determined by adjusting the gradient distribution in the model to minimize the difference between Å Ñ × and Å ÑÓ . In the ALS there are 31488 elements in the fully coupled matrix and 15744 elements in the uncoupled matrix. For the analysis we used the optics codes COMFORT [8] and TRACY-II [9] . The parameters in the COMFORT and TRACY-II models were varied to minimize the ¾ deviation between the model and measured orbit response matrices using the computer code LOCO [3] . Because it is possible at the ALS to store beam with the sextupoles turned off the model calibration is done in two steps. First a response matrix is measured and fitted with the sextupoles turned off. We use 50 gradient parameters in the fit -one associated with each quadrupole power supply. Then a response matrix is measured and calibrated with the sextupoles turned on. Keeping the initial 50 gradient parameters fixed we fit 48 new gradient parameters -one associated with each sextupole. In this manner we are able to better isolate the linear focussing errors of the quadrupoles from orbit errors in the sextupoles. For more details about the ALS response matrix fit we refer the reader to [6] .
Quadrupole Field Errors
Initial LOCO analyses of the ALS storage ring were made in the fall of 1995. The fits revealed that of the two independently powered quadrupole families, the É family had significantly larger variation in field than the É family.
In particular the rms variation in quadrupole field strengths within each quadrupole family was determined to be 0.20% for the QF quadrupoles and 0.63% for the É quadrupoles. These É values are particularly large when compared with the quadrupole design tolerances which specify that within a family the field variation should lie within a band of ¦ 0.2%. Although the accuracy of the method is difficult to determine, there was only a 0.1% rms variation in the fit quadrupole gradients from data set to data set.
We assumed that any large variation in quadrupole fields is more likely a result of the variation in the power supply than in the mechanical construction. Independently each magnet power supply excitation current was measured using a hand held current monitor [10] . A magnet-to-magnet comparison was made between the quadrupole strengths obtained with the current meter and the response matrix fitting. The results are shown in Fig. 1 . The rms difference between the two measurements is 0.2% and is within the precision of the current monitor (¦ 0.3%). Since these two independent measurement methods produced consistent results, it gave us confidence that the two methods are capable of pinpointing individual magnet field strength errors to a precision better than 0.3%. It was ultimately shown that the reason that power supplies were not regulating to 
Orbit Errors in Sextupoles
Horizontal closed orbit distortions, Ü ¼ , in a sextupole of strength Ë feed down to a quadrupole component Ã × :
To determine Ü ¼ , the response matrix with sextupoles turned on is fitted keeping the quadrupole gradients fixed to the value determined previously with sextupoles turned off. From this fit we determine the 48 Ã × . Then the sextupole gradients, Ë, are determined by adjusting the sextupoles in the model to correct the linear chromaticity to the measured value. In our fits we assumed the same sextupole strength for all the 24 Ë sextupoles and the same sextupole strength for all the 24 Ë sextupoles. The assumption is made that there is little variation in Ë among the sextupoles in a family because all the sextupoles in a family are powered by one supply. Having values of Ã × and Ë for each of the sextupoles, equation 3 is used to determine the offsets, Ü ¼ .
The horizontal offsets in the sextupoles, which were as much as 1.5 mm in the Ë s and 0.8 mm in the Ë s, resulted in an additional increase in the amplitude of beating of the ¬-function. As can be seen in Fig. 2 (middle) the rms perturbation of the ¬-function is 6% horizontally and 19% vertically. Even though there is some increase in the distortion of the ¬-function due to the offsets most of the distortion was a result of the mispowered quadrupoles.
Restoring the periodicity of the lattice
Once the real lattice is known it is possible to adjust quadrupoles to correct the optic and restore the lattice periodicity. Choosing how the quadrupoles get set depends on what is important. In our case we chose the following merit function: Adjust the quadrupoles to minimize the difference between the actual and ideal response matrix. Because we have distributed gradient errors this merit function effectively corrects both the ¬-beating and the transfer matrices between sextupoles. Determining the quadrupole values that best correct the optic is also done with LOCO, and the algorithm is as follows. We have 49 individual parameters that can be adjusted to compensate the ¬-beating in the ring: each one of the É and É quadrupole magnets which can be adjusted individually and the É quadrupoles that can be adjusted as a group. We fit the orbit response matrix with sextupoles on keeping the gradients in the sextupoles zero in the fit model and varying only the 49 quadrupole gradient parameters. We then find the variation in those 49 parameters that best reproduces the break in periodicity of the measured response matrix. We then adjust the quadrupole power supplies in the ring with just the opposite variation. A new set of response matrices is measured and the model is refit. From this we compute the ¬-beating of the lattice again and find that it had reduced to less than 1% RMS (see Fig. 2 (bottom) ).
EFFECT OF RESTORED PERIODICITY
Once the periodicity was corrected we experienced a dramatic improvement in the performance of the storage ring. At a beam energy of 1.5 GeV both the lifetime and injection rates were better than before the periodicity was restored. Before the periodicity was restored it was necessary to put in a DC orbit bump in the injection straight, moving the stored beam closer to the injection septum, in order to have a reasonable injection efficiency. After we restored the periodicity it was possible to have a large injection rate without the DC bump. We also experienced roughly a 20% increase in lifetime after the periodicity was restored. Both of these effects we think are due to the reduction in resonance excitation and the increase in the dynamic aperture. The reduction in resonance excitation is directly seen in several ways -beam tail measurements, beam profile measurements, and measured frequency maps.
Beam tail measurements
When excited, structural resonances may alter the behavior of particles in the beams tail. Resonances may cause particles to increase and decrease their transverse amplitudes or to be trapped at large amplitudes (for instance particles may get trapped in resonance islands). Therefore by monitoring changes in the beam tails as the betatron tunes are varied it is possible to observe the onset of resonances.
The way in which we monitor the tails is by limiting the transverse physical aperture with a beam scraper and measuring the beam lifetime as a function of the betatron tunes. If resonances are present in the vicinity of the tunes and there is a change in the beam shape, there will be a change in the number of particles that hit the scraper when they make large amplitude excursions resulting in a change in the beam lifetime. Thus if we vary the betatron tunes while simultaneously observing the beam lifetime we will see the lifetime drop or rise when we move onto excited resonances. The experimental technique is very similar to that which was used in VEPP-4 [11] to measure the effect of the beam-beam force on the tails of the beam. A beam loss monitor consisting of two plastic scintillators with photomultiplier tube's outputs in coincidence (-telescope) was located just down-stream of a horizontal and vertical scraper [12] . The -telescope detects gamma radiation emitted when electrons hit the scraper. The count rate detected is proportional to the rate at which particles hit the scraper and is inversely proportional to the beam lifetime. Therefore by observing the change in the ratio of the beam current to the detector count rate as a function of betatron tune we can observe a change in lifetime and thus the onset of resonance excitation.
Our experimental procedure was the following. We would first change the tunes by changing two families of quadrupoles, É and É , according to a previously measured tune sensitivity matrix. After the quadrupole fields have settled we measured the beam current and the count rate in the detector for a 1 second interval. Then move on to the next tune. In order to check how well the predicted tunes agree with the measured tunes we would periodically measure the tunes.
We chose to scan in a region of tune space where two resonances are present: Ü ¾ (allowed by periodicity) and ¿ Ü ¿ (unallowed by periodicity). Two scans were made before and after we corrected the optics. In Fig. 3 we plotted on the vertical axis is the count rate divided by current and on the bottom axis the horizontal tune. We scanned the horizontal tune from ½ ¿ Ü ½ keeping the vertical tune constant at Ý ½ . Looking at the figure one can see that the amplitude of the Ü ¾ resonance remains constant whereas the amplitude of the ¿ Ü ¿ has been greatly suppressed due to the periodicity restoration. The effects of periodicity breaking on the behavior of the tails at different tunes are illustrated with the help of phase space plots calcutated for the fitted lattices. Fig. 4 shows the horizontal phase spaces near to the ¿ Ü ¿ resonance. The left side shows the phase space of the optic before periodicity was restored, the right side shows the phase space of the ideal optic.
In the vicinity of the ¿ Ü resonance the inner phase space becomes completely distorted by the islands of the 3rd integer resonance when the periodicity is broken whereas in the unperturbed case there is no distortion at all.
We expect that with islands in the phase space particles can get launched and then captured in the tails either through gas scattering or intrabeam scattering. This distorts the distribution of the beam leading to an increase in the beam loss rate. From the phase space pictures in Fig.  4 we expect that the tail distributions and the count rate in the vicinity of the ¿ Ü resonance would be higher before the periodicity was restored. This is consistent with what we observed experimentally (see Fig. 3 ).
Beam profile monitor
We have the ability to observe the beam distribution with a beam profile monitor. This monitor images the synchrotron radiation that is emitted from a bending magnet and represents roughly a one-to-one image of the beam. An image of the beam near the ¿ Ü resonance can be seen in Fig. 5 before (left) and after (right) the periodicity was restored. What we see is that in the lattice before the periodicity was restored the beam "splits" into several spots. However that was not the case after the periodicity was restored.
Again the phase space plot, Fig. 4 , can be used to help us understand the image. The tracking point of the phase space corresponds to the observation point of the beam. One can imagine that if the islands are populated the projection onto the normal space would look something like the image. The reason that one sees only three spots and not four is that when one projects the phase space onto the Ü-axis two islands overlap. The phase space plot is only meant to serve as a qualitative understanding of the image. We make no quantitative statements about the distribution.
A more sensitive test of the resonance excitation can be made by experimentally measuring a frequency map using turn-by-turn magnetic kicker and a single turn beam position monitor. For details of the frequency map measurement the reader is referred to the following papers [13, 14] .
CONCLUSION
The periodicity of the linear lattice is clearly important for the ALS. The actual linear lattice is accurately determined by analyzing orbit response matrices. From this analysis we have found power supply errors and orbit offsets in sextupoles which lead to a beating of the vertical ¬-function of 19%. Knowing the errors in the machine we then adjusted quadrupoles in the machine to restore the lattice periodicity. After the quadrupoles were adjusted, beating of the ¬-function was reduced to less than 1%.
We find that by restoring the lattice periodicity there have been several beneficial effects on the machine performance. The excitation of unallowed nonlinear resonances is suppressed as measured in the beam profile and beam tails. This suppression of resonances improves the injection efficiency and beam lifetime. As a result we regularly monitor the distortion of the periodicity and correct the optic when the ¬-beating becomes larger than 3%. In addition, frequency map measurements of the ALS show that a well calibrated linear lattice can accurately describe the nonlinear behavior of the electrons in the storage ring.
